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Motivations

The glacier hydrograph
Temperature structure 
Sliding
Depositional forms: eskers
Outburst floods from blockage of drainage



The daily hydrograph



Nienow, Sharp & Willis (1998) Earth Surf. Process. and Landforms 23: 825-843.





Fountain (1996), Hydrological Processes 10: 509-521.

Delay during passage through the snowpack



The sink(s).  Outlet rivers

How do we measure the discharge?
What do you expect a rating curve to look like?
Law of the wall, Mannings, Darcy-Weisbach formulations
What if a braided river? – Larry Smith method from satellites



Q=WHU

W(H) from the geometry of the channel

We need U, the vertically-averaged velocity
current metering
salt dilution
theory



What should the rating curve look like?

Q(H)



Direct measurement
of river discharge, USGS
Protocol… points on a rating curve





But what about braided rivers?

Smith et al.

Q ~ W



Glacier-wide water balance

dS/dt = I-O

Lag of outlet due to:
Filling of pore space by melt
Bringing the snowpack to isothermal
Development of through-going
Conduits…

[maximum sliding 
coincides with high S]



Late season support of 
Runoff by glacier melt -
Especially important
In bad water years



The components



crevasses



moulins





Supraglacial streams



An aside: what sets their shapes?
how or why do these streams meander?

How does it melt ice if 0°C?  
Heat source in turbulent dissipation.  

Strain heating = product of stress*strain rate
The channel meander problem

this is NOT about sediment pointbars shoving the flow

Gates Glacier



For the most part ice is impermeable…but…



Fountain et al. (2005) Nature 433: 618-621.



Fountain et al. (2005) Nature 433: 618-621.



Fountain et al. (2005) Nature 433: 618-621.



How should the water pressure field be oriented englacially?

Consider it a groundwater problem
fluid moves normal to equipotentials
potential = elevation head + pressure head
equipotentials are tilted upglacier at 11x the ice slope

Relevance to eskers:
ice can climb UP subgacial topography
as long as the bed slopes are < 11x the ice 
surface slope



Tilted equipotentials

Ice thickness field deduced
From topography over which
LGM eskers climbed

Shreve eskers GSA Bulletin



Hock and Hooke (1993) GSA
Bull 105: 105: 537-546.

Note two outlet
streams… a result of
surface topography of
ice driving flow in
divergent directions.



Subglacial hydrologySubglacial hydrology



Regelation requires pressure-melting, transfer of
water around the bump, and transfer of heat through it

But first, a little on films…



Foreland of Blackfoot Glacier
Glacier National Park



Fountain & Walder (1998) Rev. Geophys. 36:299-328.

fast slow



Fountain & Walder (1998) Rev. Geophys. 36:299-328.

Note high connectivity
Normal to sliding direction

The slow system,
Linked cavities





View of the bed as a fault - between rock and ice

Sliding of initial fracture surface results in anisotropic 
topographic/hydraulic connectivity

sliding

After Rajaram



What can we tell from observations at
the surface of the glacier?

Sliding results in surface uplift…

Bench Glacier, Alaska



140 200

Day 2002

GPS to the rescue!

160 200180
Days



Bench Glacier

Note abrupt onset of high Q



Note 8-day decay time













Rate of change of area of cavities
= growth rates - collapse rates

Growth by sliding
Growth by melting
Collapse by creep
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Crudely…

S = cross section of the cavity

But Us ~ Pw or really as 1/(Pi-Pw)



Think about the time scale for decay of the cavities



Modeling the bed separation record

Assumes that sliding is proportional
to local shear stress and inversely
proportional to the effective stress:
N = (Pi - Pw),
so that as Pw increases, sliding
increases.
Also, roof collapse goes as N3, so
increases as Pw decreases.





The pipe system

Again a competition between growth and decay of
cross section
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L=circumference
A = flow law parameter
M ~ Q

m ~ Q
As m->0, S declines.. exponentially



How should the time scale depend upon 
Ice thickness?  
How quickly is pipe size reset to “small”
Under what ice thicknesses might
we expect pipes to persist overwinter…



And what sets the melt rate?



Kessler and Anderson GRL 2005

Inspired by Clarke’s lumped element model

Linking them all together



Kessler and Anderson GRL
Rug-flap sliding & outburst flood



Kennicott Glacer, Wrangell
Mountains

40 km long, ~400 m thick

Annual jökulhlaups from
Hidden Creek Lake



2006 field season



GPS records

Raw

Sliding only



Sliding speed

Bed separation 

HCL & DFL

Qw Kennicott



Bed separation







1999 & 2000 jökulhlaup studies

Sounding Hidden Creek Lake

Gauging
Kennicott River
during flood





Ice trajectory during sliding ..note the consistent slopes



2006  River flow and chemistry

2006





Low Cl during rising discharge

2006



High melt
water inputs
 high P 
low Cl and
rapid sliding

Low melt or
conduit fm
 low P 
high Cl and
no sliding







Modeling the bed separation record

Assumes that sliding is proportional
to local shear stress and inversely
proportional to the effective stress:
N = (Pi - Pw),
so that as Pw increases, sliding
increases.
Also, roof collapse goes as N3, so
increases as Pw decreases.
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